The Playground
Inspection App

Save time & cut out the paperwork with our playground inspection app

Save time and eliminate
paperwork with our unique
playground inspection app.
Finding ways to save time while
simultaneously improving processes
makes great business sense – and our
innovative Play Inspection App delivers
on both levels.
Designed for local authorities and their
contractors, this reliable and robust
piece of software will help you to ensure
compliance and work smarter.
The Play Inspection App streamlines the
entire inspection procedure, from site visit
through to secure data storage. Whether
it’s a new or regular inspection, you can
work through every item efficiently and
effectively, using the easy and intuitive

step-by-step on-screen prompts. It’s not
just made for playground inspections
either – if you have other assets that
require compliance inspections, we can
adapt the platform to suit your needs.
Developed by inspectors for inspectors,
the many benefits offered by this app
include:
• Paper-free solution
• Designed for 7” Android tablet lightweight and practical
• No internet connection needed
• Simple and user-friendly
• Safe and secure storage on our cloudbased server
• Access to all your inspections anytime,
anywhere
• Helps you to comply with safety
legislation

Our web based management console
allows all data to be stored safely while
allowing you to locate and open your
reports anytime you need them.
By eliminating paperwork, you have the
peace of mind that your inspections are
securely backed-up with no risk of missing
files.
The app is offered as a standalone product,
or we can provide you with a pre-loaded
tablet package if required.

• Take photos or choose from gallery
• Update details as you go
• Instantly create inspection reports at
end of process
• Publish report and save straight to the
secure server
The Play Inspection App will simplify
your compliance processes and allow
you to meet work demands much more
efficiently. It’s the most modern, functional
and user-friendly software of its kind
available on the market today.

Inspect, report and store – as easy as 1, 2, 3
The beauty of the Playground Inspection
App is that it gives you the ability to record
all of your site findings at the touch of a
button. The navigation has been designed
to allow every compliance check to
be conducted via a series of on-screen
selection options - just work through
each step and then create and save your
inspection report when you’re done.
The secure storage facility also means
that repeat inspections are quicker and
easier to conduct. Simply retrieve the data
from your last inspection and reassess
each piece of equipment as recorded on
the previous report, adding new items if
needed.
Features and functions of the app include:
• Offline mode - use the software even
when you’re not online
• Select site function - retrieve information
quickly
• Create new report - easily add new sites
as required
• Inspection screen - work through each
item that needs assessing
• Record findings for each individual
piece of equipment

Want to find out more?
Then call us now on:

01202 590675
or email:
info@playinspections.co.uk
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